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course overview description educator date & 
location booking

may

cut both ways creative cutting 
& styling

intermediate - 
advanced

workshop -  
6hrs

become the most versatile haircutter out 
as you conquer advanced creative cutting 
techniques that can be tailored to each and 
every client. delve into directional layering, 
graduation, disconnection and texturisation…  
then learn to adapt your cut to any  
hair type, face shape and client.

sam kane 
and 
jen ford

5 may
hookset,
nh

more info
take shape horizontal waves, tunnel braids, sleek 

ponytails, textured buns… these are just  
some of the advanced styles you’ll build  
from the ground up. lay the foundations for  
long-lasting shape then top it all off with 
the right finishing techniques. after this, 
everything will fall perfectly into place  
(and stay that way). 

june

cut both ways creative cutting

intermediate - 
advanced

workshop -  
6hrs

become the most versatile haircutter out 
as you conquer advanced creative cutting 
techniques that can be tailored to each and 
every client. delve into directional layering, 
graduation, disconnection and texturisation…  
then learn to adapt your cut to any  
hair type, face shape and client.

sam kane 2-3 june
nashville, 
tn

more info

september

do or dye creative colouring 
- high impact 
- dimensional

intermediate - 
advanced

workshop -  
6hrs

go hard or go home with bottle blonde,  
staino and hue-verse in tow. create high-
impact, head-turning looks from beginning  
to end and dive headfirst into foil work, 
formulation, colour placement and
blending techniques. it’s all or nothing.

tom smith 
creative 
colour director

22-23 
september
joilet, 
il

more info
you know hue you know who can keep up with colour 

trends? you can, after this dimensional 
colouring course. perfect hue-verse 
formulation then become confident in  
on-trend creative techniques like colour 
blocking, precision blends, multidimensional 
lightening and colouring with natural fall.

creative  
colouring 

join evo’s creative 
colour director, 
tom smith for  
this two day 
hands on coloring  
masterclass

day 1 - dimensional colouring
you know who can keep up with colour 
trends? you can, after this dimensional 
colouring course. perfect hue-verse 
formulation then become confident in on-
trend creative techniques like colour blocking, 
precision blends, multidimensional lightening 
and colouring with natural fall.

day 2: high impact
go hard or go home with bottle blonde, staino 
and hue-verse in tow. create high-impact, 
head-turning looks from beginning to end 
and dive headfirst into foil work, formulation, 
colour placement and blending techniques. 
it’s all or nothing.

tom smith 
creative 
colour director

29-30 
september
denver, 
co

more info

https://www.sullivanbeauty.com/edu/
https://coolbeautyconsulting.com/events/category/evo/
https://www.professionalsalonconcepts.com/education/ 
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/evo-x-tom-smith-creative-color-masterclass-tickets-777261579307?aff=ebdsoporgprofile
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may

knowledge 
destroys fear

creative cutting

any skill level

workshop -  
6hrs

with form follows function as its basis, 
knowledge destroys fear takes a fundamental 
approach to the craft of haircutting. this hands 
on class with dj muldoon will help you simplify 
your favourite haircuts in a ‘work smarter not 
harder’ mindset. focusing on the what, why, 
how, when, and what if of haircutting, this 
class will give you the ability to create and 
manipulate hair into multiple looks.

dj  
muldoon
creative team

5 may
denver, 
co

more info

knowledge 
destroys fear

creative cutting

any skill level

workshop -  
6hrs

with form follows function as its basis, 
knowledge destroys fear takes a fundamental 
approach to the craft of haircutting. this hands 
on class with dj muldoon will help you simplify 
your favourite haircuts in a ‘work smarter not 
harder’ mindset. focusing on the what, why, 
how, when, and what if of haircutting, this 
class will give you the ability to create and 
manipulate hair into multiple looks.

dj  
muldoon
creative team

6 may
denver, 
co

sold out

september

knowledge 
destroys fear

creative cutting

any skill level

workshop -  
6hrs

with form follows function as its basis, 
knowledge destroys fear takes a fundamental 
approach to the craft of haircutting. this hands 
on class with dj muldoon will help you simplify 
your favourite haircuts in a ‘work smarter not 
harder’ mindset. focusing on the what, why, 
how, when, and what if of haircutting, this 
class will give you the ability to create and 
manipulate hair into multiple looks.

dj  
muldoon
creative team

15-16 
september
calgary, 
ca

sold out

knowledge 
destroys fear

creative cutting

any skill level

workshop -  
6hrs

with form follows function as its basis, 
knowledge destroys fear takes a fundamental 
approach to the craft of haircutting. this hands 
on class with dj muldoon will help you simplify 
your favourite haircuts in a ‘work smarter not 
harder’ mindset. focusing on the what, why, 
how, when, and what if of haircutting, this 
class will give you the ability to create and 
manipulate hair into multiple looks.

dj  
muldoon
creative team

22-23 
september
boston

more info

october

knowledge 
destroys fear

creative cutting

any skill level

workshop -  
6hrs

with form follows function as its basis, 
knowledge destroys fear takes a fundamental 
approach to the craft of haircutting. this hands 
on class with dj muldoon will help you simplify 
your favourite haircuts in a ‘work smarter not 
harder’ mindset. focusing on the what, why, 
how, when, and what if of haircutting, this 
class will give you the ability to create and 
manipulate hair into multiple looks.

dj  
muldoon
creative team

21 october
texas

more info

knowledge 
destroys fear

creative cutting

any skill level

workshop -  
6hrs

with form follows function as its basis, 
knowledge destroys fear takes a fundamental 
approach to the craft of haircutting. this hands 
on class with dj muldoon will help you simplify 
your favourite haircuts in a ‘work smarter not 
harder’ mindset. focusing on the what, why, 
how, when, and what if of haircutting, this 
class will give you the ability to create and 
manipulate hair into multiple looks.

dj  
muldoon
creative team

28 october
sacramento, 
ca

more info

napartner courses

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/dj-muldoon-knowledge-destroys-fear-cutting-masterclass-tickets-849501641277?aff=oddtdtcreator											
https://www.sullivanbeauty.com/edu/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/knowledge-destroys-fear-cutting-masterclass-aus-tickets-872091046797								
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/evo-x-dj-muldoon-knowledge-destroys-fear-cutting-masterclass-tickets-773132398817?aff=ebdsoporgprofile

